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1. Introduction
1.1

This Statement is submitted on behalf of Forest Care Ltd. (part of The Fogarty Group) in
relation to Matter 8 (Other Housing Types and Related Policies) of the Hart Local Plan
Examination.

1.2

Forest Care are currently promoting land at Southwood, Thackham’s Lane for supported
residential accommodation (Use Class C2) and as such have an interests in Matter 8.

1.3

This land has previously been the subject of a refused planning application (Ref:
17/01816/FUL), for the proposed development of a 60-bed care home and associated
infrastructure and landscaping works. This is subject to an ongoing appeal.

1.4

The current appeal is supported by comprehensive representations; including a suite of
technical documents, including an Alternative Sites Assessment and a commissioned report
on the ‘Need for Older Persons’ Housing in Hartley Wintney’.

1.5

It is the belief of Forest Care Ltd that these documents provide detailed justification as to
why the land at Southwood, Thackham’s Lane should be allocated for such development as
part of this emerging Local Plan.

1.6

This Statement (Matter 8) should be read alongside other Statements submitted by Turley on
behalf of the Fogarty Group (Cove Construction Ltd and Forest Care), namely in relation to
Matters 4 and 5.

Forest Care
1.7

Forest Care is a part of The Fogarty Group, which operates Cove Construction Ltd, and are
currently proposing land at Southwood, Thackham’s Lane for the development of supported
residential accommodation (Use Class C2).

1.8

It is intended that the proposed development would be built and managed by Forest Care
Ltd. a specialist care home operator and part of the Fogarty Group of companies which is a
local, family run business and is the parent company of Cove Construction Ltd (a construction
and house building business) and Oakley Hall Park Ltd (the operators of the Oakley Hall hotel
near Basingstoke). The Group currently operate four care homes covering Hampshire and
Surrey.

1.9

The facilities have been recognised in providing leading care standards, with Oak Lodge (at
Oakley near Basingstoke) having been voted “Top 20 Recommended Care Homes South East
England 2014” and Cedar Lodge (at Frimley Green near Camberley) awarded runner up in
“The Care Team Ward” in the Great British Care Awards 2013. Recently a CQC (Care Quality
Commission) inspection stated Oak Lodge ‘Outstanding’, one of around only 100 homes in
the country awarded this accolade, something which Forest Care Ltd. is understandably
proud of.

1.10

Through their existing four care homes, Forest Care Ltd provide the following types of care:


Cedar Lodge – nursing and respite care in Camberley, Surrey



Holly Lodge – dementia, nursing and respite care in Camberley, Surrey



Rowan Lodge – residential, dementia, nursing and respite care in Hook, Hampshire



Oak Lodge – nursing and respite care in Basingstoke, Hampshire

1.11

Further details on the type of facilities that Forest Care Ltd provide can be found on their
website at: https://www.forestcare.co.uk/types-of-care/

1.12

Forest Care is committed to the delivery of the proposed development if the appeal is
allowed/the site is allocated.

2. Response to Matter 8: Other Types of Housing
and Related Policies
8.9 What are identified needs for housing for older people, particularly residential
institutions (Use Class C2)?
2.1

The current Local Plan is silent regarding the provision housing and care accommodation to
meet the needs of those in care (Use Class C2). In our submission there is a significant
existing older population in Hart District, which is ageing, and there is a clear and
demonstrable need to provide for the housing and care accommodation needs of this group.

2.2

The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA), published December 2016, commissioned
by Hart District Council, alongside the neighbouring local authorities of Rushmoor and Surrey
Heath provides evidence on the future need for housing across their housing market area
(HMA) as required by the NPPF 2012.

2.3

The latest SHMA emphasises that the strongest growth over the last decade was amongst
older age groups (Section 3, Page 30). Moving forward, over the period considered in the
SHMA (2014 – 2032), the 2012-based SNPP indicated that a continuation of recent
demographic trends would grow the population of older people (65+) in Hart by some 8,755
persons, increasing the older population by 50%.

2.4

The SHMA notes that growth in the older population will generate a need for specialist
housing over the assessment period (Paragraph 14.16). The Strategic Housing for Older
People Analysis tool is referenced within the SHMA and the prevalence rates it provides for
different types of specialist housing for older people aged 75 and over. This is used in the
SHMA to quantify the future demand for sheltered, extra care and residential care housing
over the period from 2014 to 2035 in each of the authorities and across the HMA, as
summarised below:

2.5

Type of Accommodation

Hart

Sheltered

1,090

Enhanced sheltered

302

Extra care

164

Residential care

685

Nursing care

472

Total 2014 – 2035

2,713

Average per annum

129

Total 2014 – 2032

2,322

The analysis presented indicates that an annual need for 129 bedspaces in specialist older
persons accommodation in Hart will be generated over the period from 2014 to 2035, (the
greatest need across the HMA).

2.6

The SHMA separately considers the number of older people with health issues, focusing on
those with dementia or mobility problems given that each generate a need for specialist
accommodation.

2.7

For Hart, there is substantial growth in the number of older residents experiencing dementia
and mobility problems is projected over this period, driven both by growth in the older
population and an expected increase in the prevalence rate as life expectancy lengthens.
Dementia

Mobility Problems

Projected change 2011 –
2031

% change Projected change 2011 –
2031

%
change

Hart

1,170

117%

2,450

91

HMA

3,300

117%

6,880

92

2.8

It would be prudent to expect at least some of the growing number of residents with such
health issues to require accommodation that provides specialist care.

2.9

As per Paragraph 159 of the NPPF 2012 Local Authorities should have a clear understanding
of housing needs in their area. In doing so, they should address “the need for all types of
housing, including affordable housing and the needs of different groups in the community
(such as, but not limited to… older people”.

2.10

In accordance with this, Paragraph 50 of the NPPF requires local planning authorities to plan
for a mix of housing based on current and future demographic trends, market trends and the
needs of different groups in the community, including older people.

2.11

There is evidence of an ageing population in Hart and the provision of housing and care
accommodation to meet the needs of this group require extensive action.

2.12

As identified in the Statement of Case submitted as part of appeal application 17/01816/FUL,
there is a national need for care homes and supported living accommodation.

2.13

Over the past twenty years (1995 – 2015), official population statistics taken from ONS
(2015) mid-year population estimates, indicate that the number of residents aged 65 and
over in England has increased by around one quarter (26%), more than double the rate of
growth in the total population over the same period (13%).

2.14

This ‘important demographic transition’ is being largely driven by the ageing of the sizeable
baby boomer generation, who are beginning to reach retirement.

2.15

The supply of housing in England needs to adapt to reflect the needs of the growing older
population, providing a diverse range of housing types in the right locations to meet this
mounting need and assist in delivering positive health outcomes.

2.16

A study published by Age UK in 2013, titled ‘The challenges of rural living for older people’
highlights how rural communities are ageing faster than other parts of the UK with
approximately half of the rural population aged over 45, compared with 36% in major urban

areas. In addition to this, it was found that the number of people aged over 65 with social
care needs is projected to increase by 70% over the next 16 years.
2.17

With the supply of new housing at a national level consistently failing to keep pace with
growth in the population, the ageing population will only exacerbate any existing shortage in
overall housing supply.

2.18

At a more local level, the 2016 SHMA identified an additional need for circa 1,490 bedspaces
in communal establishments such as care homes across the HMA based on the 2012-based
household projections. This includes an additional need for 450 bedspaces in Hart, with this
rounded to circa 30 bedspaces per annum within the SHMA.

2.19

Over the period considered in the SHMA (2014 – 2032), the 2012-based SNPP indicated that
a continuation of recent demographic trends would grow the population of older people
(65+) in Hart by some 8,755 persons, increasing the older population by 50%
Hart

HMA

Sheltered

1,090

2,640

Enhanced Sheltered

302

651

Extra Care

164

735

Residential Care

685

2,017

Nursing Care

472

527

Total 2014 – 2035

2,713

6,570

Avg per annum

129

313

Total 2014 - 2032

2,322

5,634

2.20

This is reflective of a national trend, and it remains clear that the growth in the older
population in Hart and indeed across the HMA is expected to proportionately exceed that
projected nationally. Growth of this scale will change the profile of households in the HMA,
with an increased number of older households and a need to ensure that the future supply
of housing adapts to this ageing trend.

2.21

At the 2011 Census, there was a strong representation of older age cohorts in Hartley
Wintney. The proportion of residents over 55 years, over 65 and over 75 years old exceeded
that recorded in both Hart and the wider HMA.

2.22

Age

Hartley Wintney

Hart District

HMA

Over 55

36.5%

28.8%

26.5%

Over 65

21.8%

16.25%

15.1%

Over 75

10.0%

7.2%

6.9

Census data also indicates that this high proportion of older persons is part of an ongoing
longer-term trend in the area, with the table below demonstrating that the number of
residents of Hartley Wintney older than 65 rose by roughly 20% during the ten years

between the censuses. It also should be noted that whilst the total population of people
under 55 years old fell between 2001 and 2011, growth amongst the over 55s was roughly
double the area’s overall net population growth during this period, showing that it is this
demographic that is driving population growth in the area.
Age

2001 No. of
Residents

2011 No. of
Residents

Absolute Change % Change

Total

3,383

4,999

+115

+3.1%

Under 55

3,383

3,209

-174

-5.4%

Over 55

1,461

1,790

+329

+18.4%

Over 65

851

1,060

+209

+19.7%

Over 75

422

487

+65

+13.3%

2.23

In addition, there is a clear acknowledgment at the local level, through the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan of the need for additional care accommodation. For instance paragraph
5.1.10 notes that – “In addition, with the older population increasing and with the expressed
wishes during the engagement process of this group of residents to remain within their own
community, there is also a recognised need to provide extra care housing as well as life time
homes”.

2.24

As part of this evidence, Forest Care took it upon themselves to identify that there was
currently a significant lack in alternative sites within Hartley Wintney that were both
available and suitable, key parameters as set out within the NPPF, so as to accommodate the
area and size of the proposed development and the ancillary features. As a result of this
research, Forest Care has established that the site currently being promoted at Hartley
Wintney is the only available site (see the Alternative Site Assessment at Appendix 1).

8.10 Does the Plan do enough to ensure that the needs of older people are met?
2.25

It is the view of Forest Care that the proposed Local Plan Policy does not go far enough in
addressing the needs of older people across the district.

2.26

As previously discussed in Issue 8.9 above, there is a clear and demonstrable need in Hart
District for housing for older people, particularly for those residential institutions.

2.27

The proposed Local Plan only puts forward Policy H4 as presented below:
Policy H4 Specialist and supported accommodation
Proposals for specialist and supported accommodation that meets
the needs of older persons or others requiring specialist care will be
permitted:
(a)

on sites within settlement boundaries and within the new community at
Hartland Village; and

(b)

on sites in the countryside provided:
(i)

there is a demonstrated need for the development and there are
no available or viable alternatives within settlement boundaries;
and

(ii)

the site is well related to an existing settlement with access to
appropriate services and facilities either on or off site.

2.28

With regard to the above policy, Forest Care believes that the criterion included present
further obstacles to the development of supported residential accommodation.

2.29

As part of the Council’s Vision for the District in 2032, it is projected that it will provide “more
accommodation for the elderly and other specialist housing” (Page 24). Furthermore, it is one
of the Council’s Objective of providing “new homes of a mix of types, sizes and tenures to
meet the current and future need of Hart’s residents, including … care accommodation to
meet the needs of an ageing population and homes for other specialist group”.

2.30

Despite the scale of the need for this accommodation across the district, as demonstrated by
the Council’s evidence base (namely its SHMA), and external research such as that of Forest
Care and its Need for Older Persons’ Housing in Hartley Wintney, the Council continue to
object to the allocation of sites for specialist accommodation so as address this need.

2.31

As per the Local Plan, Policy SS1 does not require any sort of specialist accommodation to be
delivered alongside new homes. Similarly, Policy SS2 Hartland Village should deliver an
“appropriate mix” of accommodation, including “accommodation for older persons”. Given
the scale of the need that Hart is facing with regards to its ageing population and the
projected needs of this demographic, it would be expected that more resolute and expanded
criteria be provided so as to facilitate the delivery of the projected levels of specialised
bedspaces outlined in the Council’s SHMA.

2.32

It is Forest Care’s understanding that the current outline planning application for Hartland
Village (17/00471/OUT) does not make any proposals for specialised accommodation in
support of those in need of additional nursing care (Use Class C2). Therefore the plan does
not specify any requirement regarding the delivery of additional bedspaces for specialist and
supported accommodation, other than supporting it in principle so long as it adheres to the
criterion in Policy H4 and the is in accordance with other relevant policies within the plan.

2.33

Hart District Council have failed to address “housing to meet the needs of all sections of the
community particularly for older people and/or the disabled”, one of the key issues for this
Hart Local Plan was supposed to make provision (Page 23), Forest Care has established that
this has not been addressed to the extent whereby the Plan can be found sound on this
matter and seeks the allocation of the site at Southwood so as to help overcome this issue.

8.11 Is criterion b) i) overly onerous
2.34

Forest Care welcomes the recognition that, given the circumstances, the delivery of bespoke
accommodation would not be appropriate and/or available inside of settlement boundaries.
This is amplified in its Statement of Case as part of its ongoing appeal, whereby there exist a
lack of alternative sites around Hart District, in particular in Hartley Wintney, the location
with the greatest identified needs established above.

2.35

It is noted that there is no geographic scope regarding criterion b) i). Having regard to the
evidence presented as part of this submission under Issue 8.10, there is a significant need in
Hartley Wintney to accommodate those elderly persons in need of specialised
accommodation. As such, Forest Care deems it appropriate to allow families to remain close
to one another in the event that one member occupies the nursing home. An alternative
solution, as possible under the proposed criterion, would be to provide the accommodation
anywhere within the District, where such specialist housing would not align to the current
and projected demographic.

2.36

Under the proposed Policy criteria, such occurrences would be allowed, thus forcing a family
member or loved one of the having to travel a significant distance because it is situated in an
area where such accommodation is not necessary.

8.12 Is criterion b) ii) justified and is it of relevance to all types of specialist
accommodation?
2.37

Forest Care is of the belief that criterion “b) ii)” of Policy H4 has not been justified within the
Council’s evidence base for its inclusion Local Plan, in particular where it is required for all
types of specialist accommodation.

2.38

This is the case in relation to the proposed development at Southwood, Thackham’s Lane.
This development proposes a care facility as defined in Use Class C2 of the Town and Country
Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended), and intended to provide both nursing and
palliative (end of life) care for its residents.

2.39

In this instance, where the majority of residents have an underlying nursing need that
requires medical intervention or a mental health need, mostly dementia-related, patients are
likely to be too infirm and have reduced mobility so as require extensive services and
facilities either on or off the site.

2.40

Forest Care considers that it is more relevant that the residents of such accommodation are
occupied in schemes that meet their needs. Therefore, the need to provide “appropriate
services and facilities” is being met by virtue of the scheme itself (such as the inclusion of all
relevant facilities for care.

2.41

As part of the development proposals are ancillary facilities including family room, life skills
room as well as patio areas for outdoor communal areas to facilitate social and therapeutic
horticulture.

2.42

In review, given the established and extensive need for facilities much like that being
proposed at Thackham’s Lane, criterion b) ii) of Policy H4 has not been adequately justified
within the Council’s evidence base, and the discretion of the “appropriate services and
facilities” to be determined on a case by case basis depending on the type and scale of
specialist accommodation proposed.

2.43

In short, it is not the case that schemes such as that proposed at Thackhams Lane need be
accessible to the range of facilities required to serve housing (or even independent living
schemes for the over 55s). It is more relevant to determine whether the scheme provides
the facilities to cater for its occupants.

Appendix 1:

Alternative Site Assessment

Nero Brewery
Item

Findings

Site location

Nero Brewery

Size of site (ha)

0.15

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Architect’s practice – offices and studios

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Site is situated adjacent to the High Street and thus its
neighbouring uses are that of a mix of uses, predominantly
retail and leisure.

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

12 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow Adjacent to the High Street, and lies circa. 0.18km to the
flies) – including pedestrian links,
Chapter Terrace Car Park.
accessibility and connectivity.

Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

Situated in a Conservation Area. Therefore, the following
policy applies: CON13 - Proposals for developments which
fail to meet the objectives of conserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of a designated conservation area
will not be permitted.
The online register indicates the following planning history:
 93/23142/FUL - Erection of porch and minor alterations
to existing fenestration and garden walls

Current development proposals
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
planning permission(s).

 85/13157/FUL - Alterations at rear to reinstate loading
bay
 93/23142/FUL - Erection of porch and minor alterations
to existing fenestration and garden walls
 01/01234/FUL - Installation of a second window in the
form of a loading gantry at first floor level and the
erection of an external fire escape staircase (spiral)

Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)
Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

Unknown.
 Southern part of the site is within flood zones 2 and 3
 The site is at risk of groundwater flooding
 A number of Listed buildings lie in proximity to the site
and the site wholly lies within the conservation area.

 Site of Special Scientific Interest a few hundred metres
to north
 Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation nearby
 Public Right of Way borders the site
The site is a 0.15ha site, adjacent to the High Street within
Hartley Wintney. It lies within the Hartley Wintney
conservation area.
The site comprises a proposed allocation within the
emerging Neighbourhood Plan for the erection of 9
Conclusions (suitability and availability) dwellings. The site is therefore being actively pursued by
third parties for residential development and as such is not
considered available for the delivery of care facilities.
The site is not considered a comparable alternative and one
that even with the incorporation of flexibility could be
accommodate the proposed development.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Pools Yard, Brew House Lane
Item

Findings

Site location

Pools Yard – Brew House Lane

Size of site (ha)

0.1

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Building contractor and storage area

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Site is situated adjacent to the High Street and thus its
neighbouring uses are that of a mix of uses, predominantly
retail and leisure.

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

15 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow Adjacent to High Street and 220m from the Chapter Terrace
flies) – including pedestrian links,
Car Park.
accessibility and connectivity.

Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

Situated in a Conservation Area. Therefore, the following
policy applies: CON13 - Proposals for developments which
fail to meet the objectives of conserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of a designated conservation area
will not be permitted.
The online planning register indicates the following relevant
planning history:

Current development proposals
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
planning permission(s).

 17/02430/FUL: Demolition of existing building and
erection of 8 no. dwellings together with associated
access and landscaping – not yet determined

Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

TA Fisher & Sons Ltd.

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

Within a Conservation Area with a number of listed
buildings in close proximity.
The site is a 0.1ha site, adjacent to the High Street within
Hartley Wintney. It lies within the Hartley Wintney
conservation area.

Conclusions (suitability and availability)

The site comprises a proposed allocation within the
emerging Neighbourhood Plan for the erection of 8
dwellings, and is currently the subject of an application
under reference 17/02430/FUL (pending determination) for

the demolition of existing building and erection of 8 no.
dwellings together with associated access and landscaping.
The site is therefore being actively pursued by third parties
for residential development and as such is not considered
available for the delivery of the proposed nursing care
facility.
In a similar manner to land at Nero Brewery, even were the
Appellant to take a flexible approach to the scale of their
proposals, the site would not be of a sufficient scale to
accommodate a comparable development and therefore the
site is not considered a suitable alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Grange Farm
Item

Findings

Site location

Land at Grange Farm, Hartley Wintney.

Size of site (ha)

circa 32

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Agricultural/ Horticultural/ Equestrian

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, some residential

Distance to public transport (bus
services (m))

496 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
flies) – including pedestrian links,
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated approximately 1km to Chapter Terrace
car park (taken from the Grange Lane access).
Access to the High Street is taken via Grange Lane and the
A30.
The site is situated in the countryside, outside the Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.

The site is not currently the subject of any development
proposals. However it is understood it has been promoted
Current development proposals
for residential led development including the provision of
(existing planning application(s)) and/or SANG proposals to the emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy
planning permission(s).
and Sites 2016 – 2032 document. The site has been
considered through the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment under site reference SHL19.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
The site is in flood zone 1 (lowest risk of fluvial flooding) and
the site has a minimal risk or surface water flooding. Most
of the site has potential for groundwater flooding at the
surface, whilst other areas have the potential for
groundwater flooding to basement properties.

The site contains a mix of grade 3 and 4 agricultural land
and therefore there is potentially some high grade
agricultural land (best and most versatile land) within the
site.
Land at Grange Farm, comprises an area of 32ha, which lies
to the west of the settlement of Hartley Wintney, in the
Conclusions (suitability and availability) countryside. It is currently used for agricultural, horticultural
and equestrian uses.

The site is significantly greater in size than that proposed at
land at Southwood, and as a result the proposed nursing care
facility would represent an under-utilisation of the site.
Furthermore, we are aware from the Council’s evidence base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) that whilst
the site is available for development, it is being actively
promoted through the Local Plan for alternative uses
including residential (Use Class C3) and SANG (Suitable
Alternative Green Space). As a result it is being pursued for a
different nature of development and is not therefore
considered reasonably available.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land south of Thackham’s Lane
Item

Findings

Site location

Land south of Thackhams Lane

Size of site (ha)

1.5

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Agricultural/ Horticultural/ Equestrian

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

140 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
The site is located approximately 1.3km to the south-west
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
of the High Street. Access to the High Street would be taken
flies) – including pedestrian links,
on Thackham’s Lane and the A30.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside the Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been promoted for
Current development proposals
residential development (circa 34 dwellings) to the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL35, as well as the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 The site is entirely within a Conservation Area with
several listed buildings nearby
 Site of Importance for Nature Conservation and
common land to the east of the site

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 There are two TPO Groups on the site (TPO Reference:
89/00354/HDC (shown in hatched green on the
planning designations map provided below). The TPO
grouping runs north to south on the eastern portion of
the site and also along the frontage of the site. As a
result access and the wider development would be
difficult to achieve without the loss of these protected
trees
 Within 5km of the SPA, however outside of 400m

exclusion zone

Land to the south of Thackhams Lane is a 1.5ha site to the
south of Hartley Wintney, located outside of the settlement
boundary and within the Hartley Wintney Conservation Area,
in proximity to a number of listed buildings. A number of Tree
Preservation Orders exist on site, as well as Site of
Importance for and common land to the east of the site. The
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
site is not considered a suitable alternative.
The Appellant is aware that the site is being actively
promoted through the emerging Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plan for residential development. It is
therefore not considered reasonably available.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land adjacent to Causeway Green, Hartley Wintney
Item

Findings

Site location

Land adjacent to Causeway Green, Hartley Wintney

Size of site (ha)

4.4

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Agricultural land

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, recreational greenspace i.e. Village green and
cricket club, golf club, residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

260 metres

The site lies circa. 0.6km from Chapter Terrace Car Park to
Relationship with High Street (distance the sites likely access off Fleet Road.
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
This site abuts the settlement boundary of Hartley Wintney
flies) – including pedestrian links,
and access to the centre of the settlement would likely be
accessibility and connectivity.
via Fleet Road.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside the Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been promoted for
Current development proposals
residential development (circa 79 dwellings) to the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL89, as well as the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 High potential likelihood of groundwater flooding
 A number of listed buildings lie in proximity to the site
 Within a Conservation Area

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 Adjacent to a historic park and garden on north and
eastern boundaries of the site
 A Site of Special Scientific Interest lies within a few
hundred metres to north west of the site
 A Site of Importance of Nature Conservation lies nearby
to the north west of site
 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA


Potentially some high grade agricultural land on the

site
Land adjacent to Causeway Green is a 4.4 ha site lying to the
east of Hartley Wintney and is currently in use as agricultural
land.
The site has a number of considerable constraints as noted
above and in addition to this the site is significantly greater
than that proposed at land at Southwood, and as a result the
proposed nursing care facility would represent an underutilisation of the site. The site lies wholly within the
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
conservation area and adjacent to a Historic Park and
Garden, there are therefore significant heritage constraints.
As a result the site is not considered a suitable alternative.
Furthermore, the site is being promoted through the
through the emerging Local Plan and Neighbourhood Plan
for residential development. It is therefore not considered
reasonably available for the type of development proposed.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land adjacent to Causeway Farm, Hartley Wintney
Item

Findings

Site location

Land adjacent to Causeway Farm, Hartley Wintney

Size of site (ha)

0.89

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Greenfield/ agricultural land, golf club

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Causeway Farm, residential, recreational greenspace i.e.
Cricket club and village green

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

248 metres

The site lies circa. 0.6km from Chapter Terrace Car Park to
the sites potential access off Fleet Road (it is assumed that
Relationship with High Street (distance access would be required through land to the south to
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow achieve a safe access to the site, unless further land can be
acquired to the west of the site).
flies) – including pedestrian links,
accessibility and connectivity.
This site lies abuts the settlement boundary of Hartley
Wintney and access to the centre of the settlement would
like be via Fleet Road.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside the Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been promoted for
Current development proposals
residential development (circa 21 dwellings) to the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL94, as well as the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 High likelihood of groundwater flooding

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 Several listed buildings nearby and within a
Conservation Area
 The eastern half of the site is within the Historic Park
and Garden of Elvetham Hall
 Site of Special Scientific Interest a few hundred metres
to north west
 Site of Importance for Nature Conservation nearby to
west

 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA
 Potential high grade agricultural land on the site
Land adjacent to Causeway Farm is a 0.89ha site lying to the
east of Hartley Wintney. As such even were the Appellant to
take a flexible approach to the scale of their proposals, the
site would not be of a sufficient scale to accommodate a
comparable development and therefore the site is not
considered a suitable alternative.
The site has a number of considerable constraints as noted
above and notably lies wholly within the conservation area
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
and partly within a Historic Park and Garden of Elvetham
Hall. There are therefore significant heritage constraints.
In addition, it is not clear how access to the site would be
achieved without the delivery of land to the south or the
acquisition of land off Mt Pleasant to the west. As such the
site is not considered deliverable.
In summary, the site is not considered a suitable alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Wintney Court, Phoenix Green
Item

Findings

Site location

Wintney Court, Phoenix Green

Size of site (ha)

3.5

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Field

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, low density residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

-

Relationship with High Street (distance
The site is located approximately 1.6km from the Chapter
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
Terrace Car Park (from a potential access off the A30). The
flies) – including pedestrian links,
A30 leads from the site to the High Street.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside the Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been promoted for
Current development proposals
residential development (circa. 65 dwellings) to the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL132, as well as the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 Site is adjacent to a Conservation Area and several listed
buildings nearby

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 There is a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation
adjacent to the site and others in the vicinity
 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA
 Areas of ancient woodland and blanket Tree
Preservation Orders lie within proximity to the site

 Common land adjacent to site
Wintney Court is located to the south of Hartley Wintney,
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
and is approximately 1.6km from the centre of the High

Street.
The site is circa 3.5ha and as a result is significantly larger
than the site size required to deliver the proposed nursing
care facility and as a result the proposed development
would result in an under-utilisation of the site.
The Appellant is aware that the site is being actively
promoted through the emerging Local Plan and
Neighbourhood Plan for residential development. It is
therefore not considered reasonably available.
The site is extremely open, without clear defensible
boundary and any development on the site would have
significant landscape and visual effects and give the
impression of urban sprawl in to the countryside.
Furthermore, the site is located further from the
settlement than the proposals at Southwood and therefore
it is not considered a more preferential alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land at Hare’s Farm, Hartley Wintney
Item

Findings

Site location

Land at Hare’s Farm, Hartley Wintney

Size of site (ha)

7.7

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Agricultural

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, agricultural, residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

480 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance The site is located approximately 0.8km miles to the north
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
east of the High Street.
flies) – including pedestrian links,
Access to the site can be taken by Hare’s Lane and the A30.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
An appeal has been lodged following refusal of planning
application 14/03030/MAJOR for a care village.

Current development proposals
The site has been promoted for development thorough the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL155, as well as the emerging Neighbourhood
Plan.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 Mostly medium potential likelihood of surface water
flooding, partly low potential likelihood
 Medium potential likelihood of groundwater flooding

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 A number of listed buildings lie within proximity
 Site is entirely within a Conservation Area
 Historic Park and Garden nearby to the south east of
the site
 Sites of Special Scientific Interest a few hundred metres
to the west and north of the site
 Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation a few

hundred metres to the east of the site
 Small area of western part of the site within 400m of
the Thames Basin Heath SPA, with the remainder within
the 5km buffer zone
The site was the subject of application 14/03030/MAJOR for
“Outline planning application for a care village for the over
55's comprising a 60 bed Care Home, an Assisted Living
Building comprising 40 units of accommodation and 94
Independent Living units together with associated care
facilities along with landscaped open space, footpath walks,
car parking and access from Hare's Lane.”
The application was refused on 28th May 2015, with the
appeal subsequently withdrawn.
The site was refused on the basis of its location in the open
countryside, its substantial harm to heritage assets,
comprising the Hartley Wintney Conservation Area and the
Grade II statutory listed buildings at Hare's Farm, the lack of
an appropriate level of on-site affordable housing provision
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
and appropriate provision to mitigate the impact of the
development on the provision of leisure facilities and local
transport infrastructure.
We also understand the site is within 330 metres in linear
distance from the nearest part of the boundary of the
Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area.
The site is also located between the settlements of Hartley
Wintney and Hartfordbridge, leading to potential concerns
over the coalescence of the two settlements.
As such it is not considered a suitable site to accommodate
the identified need for care provision in Hartley Wintney, or
one that can be considered a more suitable alternative to
land at Southwood.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land at Riverside Farm
Item

Findings

Site location

Land at Riverside Farm

Size of site (ha)

1.42

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Historically, the site has been used for equestrian
purposes, rather than agriculture.

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Open countryside

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

500 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
flies) – including pedestrian links,
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated approximately a 0.96km northeast of the High Street.
Access to the site can be taken by Hare’s Lane and
then via the A30 in to Hartley Wintney.
The site is situated in the countryside, outside
Hartley Wintney and Hartfordbridge settlement
boundaries as shown in the adopted Local Plan
(Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate
any recent or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been
Current development proposals
promoted for residential development (circa 25
(existing planning application(s)) and/or dwellings) to the emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy
planning permission(s).
and Sites 2016 – 2032 document. The site has been
considered through the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment under site reference
SHL145.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available
for development.
 The northern part of the site is within Flood
Zones 2 and 3. This part of the site is also within
the 400m buffer of the Thames Basin Heath SPA

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 A Site of Special Scientific Interest lies to the
north (within SPA) and a Site of Importance for
Nature Conservation to the east of the site
 There is a Conservation Area adjacent to the
site along with a number of listed buildings in
the vicinity
 There is a Historic Park and Garden to the south

of the site
 There are a number of TPOs in the vicinity of
the site
Land at Riverside Farm is 1.42ha land parcel to the
north of Hartley Wintney and as such in this regard is
comparable to the Appellant’s site. However, the
site is subject to a number of constraints, as
indicated above. Notably the site is within the 400m
exclusion zone for the Thames Basin heath Special
Protection Area and as such development on the site
is controlled by Policy NRM 6 of the South East Plan,
which indicates that development should be refused
within the 400m zone.
Furthermore, as the site lies within Flood Zones 2
and 3, it would be necessary to undertaken a
sequential assessment and as proven by this
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
assessment sequentially preferable alternatives
exist.
In addition, the site lies adjacent to Hartfordbridge,
where both the adopted and emerging Local Plan
identify the settlement as a rural settlement, where
development must be small scale and relatable to
the settlement. As such development at this site
would be incongruous with the settlement.
Hartfordbridge is a less sustainable settlement than
Hartley Wintney.
As a result, the site is not considered a suitable
alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land adjacent to Calthorpe Houses
Item

Findings

Site location

Land adjacent to Calthorpe Houses

Size of site (ha)

0.5

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

This site is greenfield land and heavily vegetated with dense
foliage and trees.

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Residential, greenfield

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

117 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow The site is located approximately 0.8 miles to the north east
flies) – including pedestrian links,
of the High Street.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney and Hartfordbridge settlement boundaries as
shown in the adopted Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.

However it is understood the site has been promoted for
Current development proposals
residential development (circa 12 dwellings) to the
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
emerging Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032
planning permission(s).
document. The site has been considered through the
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment under site
reference SHL197.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
development.
 Potential for ground water and surface water flooding
 A number of Listed Building lie in proximity and the site
wholly lies within the Conservation Area

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 Site of Special Scientific Interest a few hundred metres
to the north of the site
 Site of Importance for Nature Conservation nearby to
the south of the site
 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA
 Potentially some high grade agricultural land (best and
most versatile land) within the site

Land adjacent to Calthorpe House, is a 0.8ha site lying to the
north of Hartley Wintney. In the first instance even were the
Appellant to take a flexible approach to the scale of their
proposals, the site would not be of a sufficient scale to
accommodate a comparable development and therefore the
site is not considered a suitable alternative.
The site is currently heavily vegetated, with the site not being
considered suitable for development on the basis of the
intrinsic value that the tree’s make to the conservation area.
This position was noted within the Council’s assessment of
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
the site within the February 2018 version of the Strategic
Housing Market Assessment.
In addition, the site lies adjacent to Hartfordbridge, where
both the adopted and emerging Local Plan identify the
settlement as a rural settlement, where development must
be small scale and relatable to the settlement.
Hartfordbridge is a less sustainable settlement than Hartley
Wintney.
The site is not considered a suitable alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land at James Farm, Hartley Wintney
Item

Findings

Site location

Land adjacent to James Farm Cottages

Size of site (ha)

0.29

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

The site is currently used for storage and as a day nursery

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Residential, agricultural

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

3km from Winchfield Rail Station

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
flies) – including pedestrian links,
accessibility and connectivity.

The site is located about 1.1km to the west of the High
Street. West Green Road represents a large stretch of the
access route, a narrow road with intermittent footpath
access.

Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney settlement boundaries as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
The online planning register indicates the following planning
history on the site:
 14/00689/FUL; Erection of four dwellings, with
associated car-ports, parking and landscaping; 20th May
2014 - Refused
 14/01462/FUL; Erection of four dwellings, with
associated car-ports, parking and landscaping; 22nd
August 2014 - Refused

Current development proposals
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
planning permission(s).

 08/02735/FUL; Nursery school and music studios with
change of use from agricultural status. Also an
agricultural barn; 3rd April 2009; Consent granted; to
date, the nursery has been built.
The site has also been promoted for residential
development (circa 8 dwellings) to the emerging Hart Local
Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032 document. The site has
been considered through the Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment under site reference SHL216. It has
also been considered through the Neighbourhood Plan
process.

Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)
Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (February
2018) confirms that the site is available for development.
 Potential for groundwater flooding
 A number of listed buildings lie within proximity to the

major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

site
 The Conservation Area lies in proximity to the west and
east of the site
 Site of Special Scientific Interest a few hundred metres
to the north
 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA
The site is a 0.29ha site, adjacent to James Farm Cottages to
west of Hartley Wintney within Hartley Wintney.
The site comprises a proposed allocation within the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan for the erection of 6 dwellings, and has
been the subject of a number of applications under
references 14/00689/FUL and 14/01462/FUL for the erection
of four dwellings, which were refused on the grounds of
remoteness within the open countryside and therefore
contrary to the adopted Development Plan.

Conclusions (suitability and availability)
It is clear that the site is being actively pursued by third
parties for residential development and as such is not
considered available for the delivery of the proposed nursing
care facility.
Further, even were the Appellant to take a flexible approach
to the scale of their proposals, the site would not be of a
sufficient scale to accommodate a comparable development
and therefore the site is not considered a suitable
alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Land at Rotten Green
Item

Findings

Site location

Land adjacent to Rotten Green

Size of site (ha)

0.42

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

The site is located on agricultural land

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield, agricultural

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

378 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
The site is located about 3.1km from the High Street.
flies) – including pedestrian links,
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney settlement boundaries as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.

A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
or historic planning applications.
Current development proposals
However it is understood the site has been promoted for
(existing planning application(s)) and/or residential development (circa 10 dwellings) to the emerging
planning permission(s).
Hart Local Plan Strategy and Sites 2016 – 2032 document.
The site has been considered through the Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment under site reference SHL91.
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
(February 2018) confirms that the site is available for
one sole owner)
development.
 The site is not related to any settlement
 The potential for ground water flooding exists
Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

 A number of Listed Buildings lie in proximity
 The Conservation Area is in proximity to the site
 A Site of Special Scientific Interest lies a few hundred
metres to north of the site
 A Site of Importance for Nature Conservations lies in
proximity to the north west;

 The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA
The site is not considered a preferable alternative owing to
the fact the site is located over 3km from the centre of
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
Hartley Wintney and not related to any settlement.

It is therefore not a suitable alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Taplin’s Farm
Item

Findings

Site location

Taplin’s Farm

Size of site (ha)

Approx 0.6

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Commercial

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Greenfield

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

Winchfield Rail Station – 845 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
The site is located approximately a 1.67km from the High
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
Street and is not very well connected to the urban area,
flies) – including pedestrian links,
with no nearby bus stop.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.
The online planning register indicates the following relevant
planning history:

Current development proposals
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
planning permission(s).

 01/00658/FUL - Erection of building for Business B1(c)
(Light Industrial) purposes with associated parking,
cycle parking, planting and replacement fence.
 00/01081/COU - Change of use from storage, loading
and parking to Business B1(c) or to storage B8,
formation of parking, loading and cycle parking areas,
planting and replacement boundary fence.

Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

Unknown

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

Within a Conservation Area with a number of listed
buildings in close proximity.

The site is not considered a preferable alternative owing to
the fact the site is located over 1.67km from the centre of
Hartley Wintney and not related to any settlement form. It is
Conclusions (suitability and availability) further removed from Hartley Wintney than the proposals at
Southwood.
The site is circa. 0.6ha as such even were the Appellant to

take a flexible approach to the scale of their proposals, the
site would not be of a sufficient scale to accommodate a
comparable development and therefore the site is not
considered a suitable alternative.
Further the site is open, without clear defensible
boundaries and any development on the site would have
significant landscape and visual effects in the wider
landscape and give the impression of urban sprawl in to
the countryside.
It is therefore not a suitable alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Turnpike Field
Item

Findings

Site location

Turnpike Field

Size of site (ha)

1

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Residential and greenfield

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

228 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
The site is located approximately 1.7km to the south-west
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow
of the High Street. The site is connected to the High Street
flies) – including pedestrian links,
via the A30.
accessibility and connectivity.
Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

The site is situated in the countryside, outside Hartley
Wintney settlement boundary as shown in the adopted
Local Plan (Replacement) 1996-2006.

A review of the Online Register does not indicate any recent
Current development proposals
or historic planning applications.
(existing planning application(s)) and/or
Site was however promoted to the Neighbourhood Plan for
planning permission(s).
consideration for residential development.
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

Unknown

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

The site is within 5km of the Thames Basin Heath SPA.

Turnpike Field is located to the south of Hartley Wintney,
and is approximately 1.7km from the centre of the Hartley
Wintney High Street. As a result the site is located further
Conclusions (suitability and availability)
from the settlement than the proposals at Southwood and
therefore it is not considered a more preferential
alternative.

Location Plan

Picture of Site

Cedar House, Thackham’s Lane
Item

Findings

Site location

Cedar House, Thackhams Lane, Hartley Wintney

Size of site (ha)

0.6

Existing uses (retail, residential, vacant
etc.)

Residential (found on Rightmove)

Neighbouring uses (retail, residential,
vacant etc.)

Residential

Distance to public transport ( bus
services (m))

206 metres

Relationship with High Street (distance
to Chapter Terrace Car Park as the crow The site is located approximately 1.3km to the south-west
flies) – including pedestrian links,
of the High Street.
accessibility and connectivity.

Development plan designations and
resultant policy issues.

Situated in a Conservation Area. Therefore, the following
policy applies: CON13 - Proposals for developments which
fail to meet the objectives of conserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of a designated conservation area
will not be permitted.

Current development proposals
(existing planning application(s)) and/or N/A
planning permission(s).
Land ownership (mixed ownership or
one sole owner)

Sole owner – for sale as of 20th April 2018.

Development and/or amenity
constraints or barriers (railway lines,
major roads, rivers, size of site,
designations etc.)

The site is located wholly within the Conservation Area and
within the 5km buffer zone of the Thames Basin Heath
Special Protection Area,

The site is a 0.6ha land parcel, off Thackhams Lane, Hartley
Wintney. It is therefore in close proximity to the appeal site.
However even were the Appellant to take a flexible approach
to the scale of their proposals, the site would not be of a
Conclusions (suitability and availability) sufficient scale to accommodate a comparable development
and therefore the site is not considered a suitable
alternative.
Furthermore, the site would likely require the demolition or

complete rationalisation and reconfiguration of the building
on site to accommodate care proposals to a sufficient
standard to meet the Care Quality Standards and that
expected by the Appellant. This would be impractical;
especially when one considers that the site is in very close
proximity to land at Southwood.
There are also likely to be greater residential amenity issues
with the use of this site for the proposed nursing care facility,
due to the close proximity of the built development to the
west and east of the site.
Overall, it is not considered a suitable alternative.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Turley were appointed by Forest Care Limited to prepare an assessment of the need for
care home accommodation in Hart and the wider housing market area (HMA), which
extends to also cover the local authority areas of Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. This
Care Home Needs Assessment considers how the proposed development of a 60 bed
nursing home (Use Class C2) in Southwood, Hartley Wintney will contribute towards
meeting this identified need, taking into account the identified pipeline of existing and
recent supply across the area.

1.2

The recently published Housing White Paper specifically recognises the importance of
1
‘offering older people a better choice of accommodation’ . Reference is also made to:
“…a new statutory duty through the Neighbourhood Planning Bill on the Secretary of
State to produce guidance for local planning authorities on how their local development
documents should meet the housing needs of older and disabled people. Guidance
produced under this duty will place clearer expectations about planning to meet the
needs of older people, including supporting the development of such homes near local
2
services.”

1.3

Providing appropriate housing to meet the needs of a recognised ageing population
evidently represents a national priority and objective. This reflects a longstanding
concern that as a country we have not being delivering adequate amounts of housing
3
which will meet the needs of this growing cohort over the coming years .

1.4

This report considers evidence of the local need for specialist older persons’
accommodation in the context of this national picture. This draws upon the published
4
evidence of Hart District Council , which includes an assessment of the need for
specialist housing including older persons’ accommodation in accordance with the
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).

1.5

The analysis in this report considers the implications of the latest available data to
quantitatively establish the number of bedspaces needed in specialist older persons’
accommodation. The evidence considers the disaggregation of this need into different
specific housing products aimed at meeting the needs of those in need of specialist
housing but does not seek to limit the assessment to any one type of accommodation.

1.6

This level of need is then compared with the level of accommodation which has been
delivered since the base date of projection of need (2014) and the known pipeline of
future supply as of March 2017.

1.7

The following plan illustrates the geographic location of Southwood. This forms an
important context to the evidence presented in this report with regards to the spatial
areas used to consider both the demand for and supply of care home accommodation.
The plan overlays both administrative boundaries as well as the Council’s own

1

DCLG (2017) Fixing our Broken Housing Market, paragraph 4.42
Ibid
3
Ibid
4
Wessex Economics (2016) Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014 – 2032
2

1

understanding of the housing market area boundaries for which the need for housing,
including specialist housing, has been assessed to date.
Figure 1.1:

Southwood – Geographic Context

Source:
Turley, 2017
1.8

This report is structured as follows:
•

Section 2 – National Context, Policy and Guidance – an overview of the
national context for assessing the need for care home accommodation, reviewing
national policy and guidance;

•

Section 3 – Local Evidence of Need – following a review of local evidence
published by Hart District Council, the latest available demographic evidence is
analysed to determine the implied need for different types of older persons
accommodation;

•

Section 4 – Supply Pipeline – the existing supply pipeline of care home
accommodation in Hart and the wider HMA is established, enabling the
identification of any shortfall relative to established local needs; and

•

Section 5 – Summary and Conclusions – a short summary of the implications
of the analysis presented in this report.

2

2. National Context, Policy and Guidance
2.1

This section establishes the context for the assessment of the need for care home
accommodation. This includes an overview of the demographic trends generating a
need for specialist accommodation for older people in England and headline outputs of
key identified research reports on the wider implications of this changing demographic
picture on the need for such provision. National policy and guidance is subsequently
summarised to confirm the methodological approach to providing a local assessment of
needs.

Context
2.2

The population of older people in England is rapidly growing. Over the past twenty years
5
(1995 – 2015), official population estimates indicate that the number of residents aged
65 and over in England has increased by around one quarter (26%), more than double
the rate of growth in the total population over the same period (13%). This growth has
continued to increase over more recent years, with a 13% growth in the older population
of England over the last five years (2010 – 2015) alone. This ‘important demographic
transition’ is being largely driven by the ageing of the sizeable baby boomer generation,
6
who are beginning to reach retirement .
Figure 2.1:

Annual Proportionate Change in Total and Older (65+) Population in
England

Annual Proportionate Change
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ONS (2015) Mid-year population estimates
Resolution Foundation (2017) Live Long and Prosper? Demographic trends and their implications for living standards

3

2.3

This ageing trend is not expected to abate but accelerate, with official projections
7
produced by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) indicating that the older population
of England could increase by almost half (49%) over the next twenty years (2015 –
2035). By 2035, almost one in four (23%) are expected to be aged 65 or over,
increasing from 18% in 2015 and 16% in 1995.
Figure 2.2:

Historic and Projected Annual Change in Older Population (65+) in
England

Annual Change in Older Population (65+)
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2.4

This has implications for the profile of households in England, as recognised within
official household projections produced by the Department for Communities and Local
8
Government (DCLG). While circa one in four (27%) households in 1995 were headed
by a household reference person (HRP) aged 65 or above – increasing to 29% in 2015
– some 36% of households in England are expected to be led by a resident in this age
cohort by 2035. This has clear implications for the type of housing needed to meet the
needs of such older households over future years, and meeting this changing demand
could involve ‘providing suitable new homes, ensuring that the existing housing stock is
appropriate and adaptable, and helping people to move to a home that is appropriate for
9
their needs’ .

2.5

While Government has recognised that the ageing population will ‘change demand for
10
housing’ , their diversity as a group creates challenges in planning to meet housing
needs. Although many will lead independent and active lives, others are amongst the

7

ONS (2016) Sub-national population projections for England, 2014-based
DCLG (2016) 2014-based household projections
9
Government Office for Science and Foresight (2016) Future of an Ageing Population, p52
10
Ibid, p52
8

4

11

most vulnerable and isolated in society . Accordingly, the housing needs and
aspirations of older people are diverse, although it has been observed that ‘there is
some demand for retirement housing and a clear preference for attractive homes in
12
good neighbourhoods’ .
2.6

Numerous studies have identified the benefits of extra care and retirement housing as
part of any mix of specialist housing delivered, given the health and adult care savings
resulting from a reduced risk of falls, residential care costs and potential to improve
13
wellbeing . More broadly, it has been recognised that:
“Providing the right kinds of accommodation for older people, in the right places, would
lead to positive well-being and health outcomes for them, and would help to create
movement in the housing market by freeing up family-sized homes for those who are
14
stuck in unsuitable or overcrowded accommodation”

2.7

This notes the wider market benefits associated with the provision of specialist
accommodation for older people in response to needs and demand. In many areas,
available evidence indicates that ‘housing designed for families is being occupied by
15
older people’ in households typically smaller in size, implying high levels of underoccupation. While the issue of downsizing is complex, there is ‘consensus…that there is
not enough choice of appropriate housing available either in the specialist housing
16
sector or in the private sector’ .

2.8

With the supply of new housing at a national level consistently falling to keep pace with
17
growth in the population , the ageing population will only exacerbate any existing
shortage in overall housing supply:
“This matters because housing in England is a scarce resource and some families have
to overcrowd or live in highly unsuitable accommodation…In the absence of greater
housing supply for everyone, policy makers will need to consider how effectively existing
housing stock is used…The scale of the housing crisis is such that a sensible discussion
on the merits of downsizing is required. Better options for older households could deliver
a range of benefits and these should be discussed openly without attaching value
18
judgements or blame to different generations”

2.9

On this basis, the supply of housing in England needs to adapt to reflect the needs of
the growing older population, providing a diverse range of housing types in the right
locations to meet this growing need and assist in delivering positive health outcomes.
Meeting this need through new suitable accommodation will also make an important
contribution in addressing the wider housing crisis by assisting in freeing up underoccupied housing nationally.

11

Shelter (2007) Older People and Housing factsheet
Shelter (2012) A Better Fit? Creating housing choices for an ageing population, p17
13
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Guidance on Assessing Needs
2.10

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) recognises that older people are a
specific group whose needs should be met if a wide choice of high quality homes are to
19
be delivered in sustainable and inclusive communities across England . Strategic
Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) should therefore provide local authorities with
20
evidence on the needs of older people to inform the development of Local Plans . The
NPPF itself recognises the breadth of housing which may be required to meet the
diverse needs of older people, in defining this group as:
“People over retirement age, including the active, newly-retired through to the very frail
elderly, whose housing needs can encompass accessible, adaptable general needs
housing for those looking to downsize from family housing and the full range of
21
retirement and specialised housing for those with support or care needs”

2.11

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) provides further information on how the need for all
types of housing should be addressed, recognising the projected growth in the number
of older households and noting that:
“Plan makers will need to consider the size, location and quality of dwellings needed in
the future for older people in order to allow them to live independently and safely in their
own home for as long as possible, or to move to more suitable accommodation if they
22
so wish”

2.12

The PPG also indicates that published toolkits can be used to assess the future need for
specialist accommodation of different types, including sheltered housing, enhanced
sheltered housing, extra care and registered care accommodation. The need for places
in residential institutions in Use Class C2 should be clearly established within the
23
assessment .

2.13

The latest available official household projections released by DCLG represent the
24
‘starting point’ for assessing housing needs . This projection is underpinned by official
sub-national population projections (SNPP) produced by the ONS, with the projections
collectively providing a trend-based indication of future change in the population and
household structure of local authorities if recent demographic trends continue.
Projections can be disaggregated by age, and therefore similarly provide a demographic
position on future change in the older population which should be used as a ‘starting
point’ to inform assessments of future need.

2.14

Both the PPG and NPPF specify that the need for housing should be assessed in
relation to functional housing market areas (HMAs), which define ‘household demand
25
and preferences for all types of housing’ and can span local authority boundaries . The

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, para 50
Ibid (para 159)
Ibid (Annex 2)
PPG Reference ID 2a-021-20160401
Ibid
PPG Reference ID 2a-015-20140306
PPG Reference ID 2a-010-20140306

6

NPPF expects local authorities to meet housing needs in full within housing market
26
areas to significantly boost the supply of housing .
2.15

Furthermore, the Government has signalled its intention to introduce further guidance on
27
how local authorities’ development documents should meet the needs of older people .
This is expected to provide ‘clearer expectations about planning to meet the needs of
older people’, given the recognition that ‘helping older people to move at the right time
and in the right way could…help their quality of life at the same time as freeing up more
28
homes for other buyers’ . The Government has also expressed the continued
importance of taking the needs of groups such as older people into account in assessing
29
overall housing requirements , indicating that the needs of older people will continue to
form an integral part of the process for planning to meet housing needs across England.

26

DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, para 47
DCLG (2017) Fixing our Broken Housing Market (para 4.42)
28
Ibid (para 4.42 – 4.43)
29
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27
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3. Local Evidence of Need
3.1

This section reviews available evidence on the future need for older persons’ housing
commissioned by Hart District Council, and considers the implications of newly released
demographic evidence of need.

Published Evidence Base
3.2

A Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) was commissioned by Hart District
Council with the neighbouring local authorities of Rushmoor and Surrey Heath to
provide objective evidence on the future need for housing across their housing market
30
area (HMA), as required by the NPPF. The latest iteration of the SHMA was finalised
in November 2016 and published online in January 2017, superseding an earlier version
issued in December 2014.

3.3

Following the guidance in the PPG, the SHMA considers the needs of specific groups in
the housing market, including older people. This presented Census data which shows
that the population of older residents (65+) across the HMA had increased significantly
over the decade to 2011, with the greatest proportionate increase observed in Hart as
summarised in the following chart.
Figure 3.1:

Proportionate Change in 65+ Population 2001 – 2011
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Source: Census 2011; Census 2001
3.4

30

Data from the Census is further analysed within the SHMA to understand prevalent
household composition, tenure and occupancy trends. This shows that around one in
five households in Hart were ‘pensioner households’, broadly aligning with the regional

Wessex Economics (2016) Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath Strategic Housing Market Assessment 2014 – 2032

8

and national average. The majority of these households were found to be underoccupying their home in 2011, with 62% of pensioner households across the HMA
having at least two more bedrooms than technically required.
3.5

The SHMA analyses the scale of growth in the older population projected over the
period to 2032, with reference to the 2012-based sub-national population projections
(SNPP) which were superseded by the release of the 2014-based SNPP in May 2016.
Although the SHMA was published after the release of this new ‘starting point’ for the
31
assessment of housing needs , only limited analysis of the 2014-based SNPP is
presented, with its conclusions on older people not updated to reflect the availability of
this new demographic projection.

3.6

Prior to considering the implications of this updated projection later in this section, the
conclusions of the SHMA – based on the earlier 2012-based SNPP – are reviewed
below. Data is, however, updated where possible to consistently present change over
the period considered in the SHMA as a whole (2014 – 2032), noting that the analysis of
32
older people within the SHMA considers change over various time periods . Figures
presented herein may therefore slightly differ from those presented in the SHMA, but are
based on the same dataset and are considered a reasonable representation of the
Council’s published evidence.

3.7

Over the period considered in the SHMA (2014 – 2032), the 2012-based SNPP
indicated that a continuation of recent demographic trends would grow the population of
older people (65+) in Hart by some 8,755 persons, increasing the older population by
50%. As shown in the following table, this represents the largest absolute increase of
the local authorities in the HMA, where sizeable growth in the older population is also
projected.
Table 3.1:

2012-based Projected Change in Older Population (65+) 2014 – 2032
Hart

Rushmoor

Surrey Heath

HMA

65 – 74

2,154

3,162

2,447

7,763

75 – 84

3,255

2,697

2,409

8,360

85+

3,346

2,308

3,034

8,688

Total 65+

8,755

8,166

7,890

24,811

% change

50%

63%

49%

53%

Source: ONS, 2014
3.8

The SHMA notes that growth in the older population will generate a need for specialist
housing over the assessment period. The Strategic Housing for Older People Analysis
(SHOP@) tool produced by Housing LIN is referenced within the SHMA and the
prevalence rates it provides for different types of specialist housing for older people
aged 75 and over. This is used at Figure 14.10 in the SHMA to quantify the future

31

PPG Reference ID 2a-015-20140306
Figure 14.8 presents change over the period 2012 – 2034; Figure 14.9 presents change over the period 2014 – 2032;
Figure 14.10 presents change over the period 2014 – 2035
32

9

demand for sheltered, extra care and residential care housing over the period from 2014
to 2035 in each of the authorities and across the HMA, as replicated below.
Table 3.2:

Estimated Requirement for Specialist Housing for Older People 2014
– 2035
Hart

Rushmoor

Surrey Heath

HMA

Sheltered

1,090

506

1,044

2,640

Enhanced sheltered

302

73

276

651

Extra care

164

226

345

735

Residential care

685

614

718

2,017

Nursing care

472

125

-70

527

Total 2014 – 2035

2,713

1,544

2,313

6,570

Average per annum

129

74

110

313

Total 2014 – 2032

2,322

1,332

1,980

5,634

Source: Wessex Economics; Housing LIN
3.9

The analysis presented in the SHMA indicates that an annual need for 313 bedspaces
in specialist older persons accommodation will be generated over the period from 2014
to 2035, with the greatest need generated in Hart where 129 bedspaces will be required
each year. Over the period largely assessed elsewhere in the SHMA (2014 – 2032), this
suggests that some 2,322 bedspaces will be needed in the district, with 5,634
bedspaces required across the HMA. This need relates to various forms of older
persons housing, including sheltered, extra care and residential/nursing care provision.

3.10

It is understood that the need established above relates only to those otherwise
assumed – within official household projections – to be living in private households,
given that the prevalence rates published by Housing LIN should be applied only to the
private household population aged 75 and over. An additional need is therefore
generated by projected growth in those assumed within the official household
projections to be living in communal establishments, such as care homes. The
methodology employed by DCLG in developing official household projections fixes:

3.11

•

The number of people aged 74 and under that are not in households, based on
the number recorded at the start of the projection period; and

•

The proportion of people aged 75 and over that are not in households, with the
number of people living in communal establishments therefore assumed to vary
across the projection period depending upon the size of the population.

Consequently, the projected growth in the number of people living in communal
establishments (‘the communal population’) will be entirely attributable to older age
groups aged 75 and over. Figure 14.9 of the SHMA – replicated below – presents
rounded figures on the modelled change in the communal population over the period
from 2014 to 2032.

10

Table 3.3:

2012-based Projected Change in Communal Population Aged 75+
2014 – 2032
2014

2032

Total change

Change per
annum

Hart

420

890

450

30

Rushmoor

460

920

460

30

Surrey Heath

600

1,170

570

30

HMA

1,480

2,960

1,490

80

Source: Wessex Economics analysis, 2016
3.12

An additional need for circa 1,490 bedspaces in communal establishments such as care
homes is therefore implied by the 2012-based household projections and the evidence
within the SHMA across the HMA. This includes an additional need for 450 bedspaces
in Hart, with this rounded to circa 30 bedspaces per annum within the SHMA.

3.13

The SHMA notes that this differs from the need for residential and nursing care implied
by the analysis derived from the SHOP@ toolkit, given that the latter – presented at
Table 3.2 above – is based on the application of prevalence rates for this type of
accommodation. These prevalence rates suggest that a need for 55 bedspaces in
residential and nursing care homes will be generated annually by growth in the older
population in Hart, with 121 bedspaces needed each year across the HMA. While this
difference is observed in the SHMA, no conclusion on the overall quantified need for
older persons accommodation is established.

3.14

In order to arrive at such a position for Hart and the wider HMA – based on the evidence
presented, but avoiding the risk of double counting – it is therefore considered prudent
to quantify the need for sheltered, enhanced sheltered and extra care bedspaces based
on the Housing LIN prevalence rates, with the projected growth in the communal
population presented at Table 3.3 forming the basis for future need in residential and
nursing care homes. This provides an illustrative composite position, albeit one which is
not expressed within the SHMA.

3.15

As summarised in the following table, this indicates that growth in the older population
will generate a need for circa 104 bedspaces annually in Hart over the assessment
period (2014 – 2032), primarily relating to sheltered and care home accommodation. An
equivalent annual need for 272 bedspaces is implied across the HMA. Noting that a
higher level of need is inferred when applying the prevalence rates published by
Housing LIN, it is appropriate to consider this a minimum level of need.

11

Table 3.4:

Annual Need for Bedspaces in Older Persons Accommodation 2014
– 2032
Annual need for bedspaces (2014 – 2032)
Hart

HMA

Housing LIN

52

126

Enhanced sheltered Housing LIN

14

31

Extra care

Housing LIN

8

35

Care homes

DCLG

30

80

Total annual need

104

272

Total need 2014 – 2032

1,872

4,896

Sheltered

33

Source: Turley review of Wessex Economics’ analysis of DCLG and Housing LIN data
3.16

The SHMA separately considers the number of older people with health issues, focusing
on those with dementia or mobility problems given that each generate a need for
specialist accommodation. The Projecting Older People Information System (POPPI) is
referenced in establishing projected change in the number of older residents with such
health issues over the period from 2011 to 2031. As summarised in the following table,
the SHMA notes that substantial growth in the number of older residents experiencing
dementia and mobility problems is projected over this period, driven both by growth in
the older population and an expected increase in the prevalence rate as life expectancy
lengthens.
Table 3.5:

Projected Change in Older Residents with Dementia or Mobility
Problems 2011 – 2031
Dementia
Projected
change

Mobility problems
% change

2011 – 2031

Projected
change

% change

2011 – 2031

Hart

1,170

117%

2,450

91%

Rushmoor

1,110

137%

2,290

108%

Surrey Heath

1,020

102%

2,130

81%

HMA

3,300

117%

6,880

92%

Source: POPPI; Wessex Economics
3.17

33

This is not directly translated into a need for specialist accommodation, given that there
is likely to be at least some double counting with those identified as in need of
bedspaces in the analysis summarised at Table 3.4 of this report above. Equally, not all
of those projected to have dementia or mobility problems will require specialist

Rounded figures presented in the SHMA used for consistency with published evidence base

12

accommodation, with some likely to receive care within their own homes. It is, however,
reasonable to expect at least some of the growing number of residents with such health
issues to require accommodation which provides specialist care. This further reinforces
the quantified need noted above as very much considered as representing a minimum
position.

Updated Demographic Evidence of Need
3.18

As noted above, while the SHMA presents the outputs of the 2012-based SNPP when
considering likely future growth in the older population, this dataset has been
superseded by the release of the 2014-based SNPP. The implications of this updated
demographic evidence are considered below.

3.19

The 2014-based SNPP continues to project a sizeable growth in the older population of
Hart and the wider HMA over the period considered in the SHMA (2014 – 2032). Indeed,
as shown in the following chart, the growth of older residents in each authority is
expected to be the main demographic driver of population growth, offsetting the
projected decline in younger age groups if recent demographic trends persist.

Projected Population Change 2014 - 2032

Figure 3.2:

Projected Change in Population by Age Group 2014 – 2032
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3.20

As shown in the following table, the 2014-based SNPP continues to suggest that Hart
will see the strongest growth in the older population over the period to 2032, increasing
by almost half (48%). While this represents a slightly lower level of growth than
projected by the 2012-based SNPP – attributable to a smaller projected growth in the
number of residents aged 75 and over, relative to Table 3.1 – this is reflective of a
national trend, with the 2014-based SNPP expecting the older population of England as
a whole to grow at a slightly slower rate (44%) than suggested by the preceding 2012-

13

based dataset (45%) over the period assessed here. Furthermore, it remains clear and
important to note that the growth projected in the older population of each of the
authorities in the HMA exceeds this national rate.
Table 3.6:

2014-based Projected Change in Older Population (65+) 2014 – 2032
Hart

Rushmoor

Surrey Heath

HMA

65 – 74

2,275

3,259

2,523

8,057

75 – 84

3,125

2,675

2,488

8,288

85+

2,974

1,916

2,793

7,683

Total 65+

8,374

7,850

7,804

24,028

% change

48%

61%

48%

52%

Source: ONS, 2016
3.21

A similar picture is presented when considering the projected changes to the household
profile in Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. The number of households headed by a
34
resident aged 65 or over is expected to increase by some 45% in Hart over the period
to 2032, increasing by 49% across the HMA. While this does not necessarily generate a
need for additional housing – given that many of these households will already be living
and ageing within existing homes – it serves to highlight the changing profile of
households in the HMA over the assessment period, and the need to ensure that the
supply of housing adapts to respond to this significant increase in the number of older
households’ and their changing needs.
Table 3.7:

2014-based Projected Change in Older Households (HRP 65+) 2014 –
2032
2014

2032

Change

% change

Hart

11,116

16,095

4,979

45%

Rushmoor

8,832

13,642

4,810

54%

Surrey Heath

10,138

15,076

4,938

49%

HMA

30,086

44,813

14,727

49%

Source: DCLG, 2016
3.22

As in the SHMA, the demand for specialist accommodation generated by an ageing
population has been estimated through the application of prevalence rates published by
Housing LIN through the latest SHOP@ toolkit, which indicate that:
•

34

Demand for 125 sheltered housing units is generated by 1,000 residents aged
75+;

Based on age of projected household reference person (HRP)

14

3.23

•

Demand for 20 enhanced sheltered housing units is generated by 1,000
residents aged 75+; and

•

Demand for 25 extra care units with 24/7 support is generated by 1,000
residents aged 75+.

These rates are applied to residents aged 75 and over expected to live in private
households based on the 2014-based SNPP, discounting those assumed to be
accommodated in communal establishments which are separately considered later in
this section, as was the case in the SHMA. This is presented in the following table.
Table 3.8:

Projected Demand for Specialist Older Persons Housing 2014 – 2032
Hart

Rushmoor Surrey
Heath

HMA

5,704

4,201

4,763

14,668

Sheltered housing

713

525

595

1,834

Enhanced sheltered housing

114

84

95

293

Extra care

143

105

119

367

Total 2014 – 2032

970

714

810

2,494

Average per annum

54

40

45

139

Projected change in 75+ population

35

Source: ONS; DCLG; Housing LIN; Turley
3.24

The level of growth in the private older population projected by the 2014-based SNPP
could generate a demand for some 2,494 bedspaces in sheltered, enhanced sheltered
and extra care housing across the HMA, with 970 bedspaces required in Hart. Again,
this is the highest of the three authorities, and results in an annual need for 54
bedspaces of this type in the district over the assessment period.

3.25

In addition, the projected change in the communal population within the 2014-based
household projections, which represents an additional need, can again be quantified to
establish the future need for bedspaces in residential and nursing care homes (Use
Class C2). As set out previously this is an additional need, given that this group is not
captured in the private household population which is used to model needs in Table 3.6.
As shown in the following table, the communal population is expected to grow by circa
1,303 across the HMA over the period to 2032, with 395 additional communal residents
projected in Hart. As noted earlier in this section, the methodological approach adopted
by DCLG means that this growth is entirely attributable to those aged 75 and over.

35

Excluding additional older residents (75+) living in communal establishments

15

Table 3.9:

2014-based Projected Change in Communal Population Aged 75+
Hart

Rushmoor

Surrey Heath HMA

Total change 2014 – 2032 395

390

518

1,303

Average per annum

22

29

72

22

Source: DCLG, 2016
3.26

Collectively, this updated analysis can be used to establish an updated position on the
future demographic need for bedspaces in older persons accommodation in Hart and
the wider HMA over the period from 2014 to 2032, updating the analysis presented in
the SHMA and summarised at Table 3.4. Again, this draws upon the official projections
of population and household growth including the projected change in the communal
population published by DCLG, and estimates the demand for sheltered, enhanced
sheltered and extra care units based on prevalence rates produced by Housing LIN.
Table 3.10:

Updated Total and Annual Need for Bedspaces in Older Persons
Accommodation 2014 – 2032
Total need for bedspaces (2014 – 2032)
Hart

HMA

Housing LIN

713

1,834

Enhanced sheltered Housing LIN

114

293

Extra care

Housing LIN

143

367

Care homes

DCLG

395

1,303

Total need 2014 – 2032

1,365

3,797

Average per annum

76

211

Sheltered

Source: Turley analysis of DCLG, ONS and Housing LIN data
3.27

The updated demographic projections indicate that 76 bedspaces in specialist older
persons accommodation will be needed annually in Hart, with a total need for 1,365
bedspaces in total over the period from 2014 to 2032. This forms part of the total need
for 3,797 bedspaces across the HMA, representing an annual need for 211 bedspaces
across this geography.

3.28

While this updated analysis suggests a slightly lower level of need than implied by the
SHMA, 104 bedspaces per annum (Table 3.4), the scale of need evidently remains
significant.

3.29

Furthermore, it remains important to recognise that this level of need represents only a
36
‘starting point’ , with the SHMA concluding that the overall need for housing in the HMA
is circa 50% higher than implied by the then-latest demographic projection. Meeting this

36

PPG Reference ID 2a-015-20140306
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need in full – as required by the NPPF – would therefore result in a greater level of
population growth than suggested by official projections. While this uplift is primarily
made to support growth in the labour force through additional growth in the working age
population, Figure 11.18 of the SHMA shows that supporting such growth will
consequently result in modestly higher levels of growth in the older population, relative
to the demographic starting point. The level of need implied by the 2014-based SNPP –
and identified at Table 3.10 – should therefore be considered as very much a minimum,
with even the higher need implied by the preceding projections equally potentially
understating the future need for older persons accommodation in Hart and the wider
HMA.

Summary and Implications
3.30

The latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) for Hart, Rushmoor and
Surrey Heath identifies the strong projected growth in the number of older residents in
the area based on official 2012-based population projections released by the ONS. The
SHMA recognises that this will generate a need for specialist older persons
accommodation over the assessment period to 2032. Various toolkits are used to
establish the scale of this need, which collectively indicate that approximately 104
bedspaces in sheltered, enhanced sheltered, extra care and residential/nursing care
homes will be needed annually in Hart. This is a higher level of need than implied in
each of the other two authorities in the HMA, with 272 bedspaces needed annually in
total across this geography. Meeting this need will require a range of accommodation
types, including those designed to meet the needs of the growing number of older
residents with health issues, relating to mobility or dementia for example.

3.31

The analysis presented in the SHMA is based on the 2012-based SNPP, which has
been superseded by the release of the 2014-based SNPP in May 2016. This provides a
new ‘starting point’ for the assessment of housing needs, and continues to project
significant growth in the older population of the HMA, with Hart continuing to be
projected to see the greatest absolute growth in older residents over the period to 2032.
While this projected growth is slightly lower than suggested by the preceding 2012based dataset analysed within the SHMA, this is reflective of a national trend, and it
remains clear that the growth in the older population in Hart and indeed across the HMA
is expected to proportionately exceed that projected nationally. Growth of this scale will
change the profile of households in the HMA, with an increased number of older
households and a need to ensure that the future supply of housing adapts to this ageing
trend.

3.32

With reference to published toolkits and following a comparable methodology to that
used within the SHMA, the analysis presented in this section indicates that growth in the
older population of Hart will generate an annual need for 76 bedspaces in sheltered,
enhanced sheltered, extra care and residential/nursing care, with 1,365 bedspaces
needed in total over the period to 2032. A total of 3,797 such bedspaces are needed
across the HMA, representing an annual need for 211 bedspaces within this geography.

3.33

While lower than suggested by the analysis in the SHMA, this remains a substantial
need which is considered in the context of known supply in the following section.

37

DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, para 47
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3.34

In presenting this level of need the evidence in this section has highlighted that for a
number of reasons this implied need should be viewed very much as a minimum
position.
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4. Supply Pipeline
4.1

The analysis presented in section 3 of this report highlights the sizeable need for older
persons’ accommodation in Hart and across the wider HMA. Within this section, the
identified need for accommodation is compared with the identified likely supply of new
bedspaces in the future as the pipeline is developed, in order to establish the extent to
which there exists an imbalance between need and supply.

4.2

This supply information has been compiled based on records monitored and updated by
Barbour ABI, as of March 2017. This captures monitoring of development proposals in
the residential care sector for sheltered accommodation and rest/elderly care homes,
excluding homes for children and disabled people.

4.3

This therefore aligns with the disaggregation of the types of older person
accommodation assessed in terms of need in section 3. Where records are incomplete
or additional information is required, this has been obtained through a review of relevant
planning applications. In the absence of published monitoring of the supply of older
persons accommodation in a consistent or comparable format across the HMA, this
provides a robust position on supply based on available published information.

4.4

The collated pipeline data has also been circulated to each of the local planning
authorities for validation of its accuracy as being representative of the most up-to-date
position of supply as of April 2017, with responses received from Hart District Council
38
and Rushmoor District Council which validate the future supply position presented .

Recent Supply
4.5

The need for older persons accommodation – and the overall need for all housing – has
been assessed over the period from 2014 within the Council’s evidence base and the
updated analysis in section 3 of this report. New supply completed since 2014 has
therefore contributed towards meeting this identified need.

4.6

In the absence of published and consistent Council data on completions, monitoring by
Barbour ABI can again provide a position on the supply of bedspaces in specialist older
persons accommodation since 2014. As shown in the following table, this indicates that
193 bedspaces have been completed in Hart since 2014, with 566 bedspaces
completed in total across the HMA. This is broken down by individual site at Appendix 1.

38

Engagement with Rushmoor District Council resulted in the removal of two sites from the supply pipeline (Christmas
Lodge and Old School Studios) due to their development for alternative use and recent refusal at planning committee
respectively
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Table 4.1:

Recent Supply of Bedspaces
Bedspaces

Hart

193

Rushmoor

209

Surrey Heath

164

Pipeline

566

Source: Barbour ABI, 2017
4.7

The following plan shows the location of new bedspaces delivered in the wider HMA
since 2014.
Figure 4.1:

Location of Recently Completed Older Persons Accommodation

Source: Barbour ABI, 2017

Future Supply
4.8

Monitoring by Barbour ABI indicates that there is a pipeline of 150 bedspaces in Hart yet
to be constructed, as of March 2017, based on two schemes currently at planning stage
39
and a further phase of development planned at Yateley Care Retirement Village . A
further 167 specialist homes for older people are also proposed or approved at two sites

39

Old Raven House, Hook (9 bedspaces); Crookham Care Village (73 bedspaces including 64 bed room care home
and 9 close care apartments); up to 68 extra care units to be delivered as final phase of Yateley Care Retirement Village
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40

in the district . Although the latter may not necessarily be representative of bedspaces
– and could accommodate more than one older person, for example – this illustratively
suggests a pipeline of approximately 317 bedspaces in the district, potentially
representing 477 additional bedspaces if assumed that known two bedroom units
contain two bedspaces.
Table 4.2:

Future Supply of Bedspaces (March 2017)
Bedspaces

Hart

317 – 477

Rushmoor

10

Surrey Heath

323

Pipeline

650 – 810

Source: Barbour ABI
4.9

As summarised above, across the HMA it is understood that circa 650 – 810 bedspaces
could be delivered in total as the pipeline is developed, inclusive of those proposed in
Hart. This primarily consists of additional supply expected to come forward in Surrey
Heath, through the proposed development of a number of care homes and retirement
apartments in Camberley, Bagshot and Windlesham.

4.10

The following plan shows the location of schemes expected to deliver new older persons
bedspaces across the HMA, with the application site location also identified for context.
Future supply is disaggregated by site at Appendix 1.

40

160 cottages/apartments with 2 bedrooms proposed at Crookham Care Village; 7 rest/elderly persons homes
proposed at Clare Park, Farnham
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Figure 4.2:

Location of Future Older Persons Accommodation in the HMA

Source: Barbour ABI, 2017

Implications
4.11

Analysis of the latest demographic projections in section 3 indicates that at least 76
bedspaces in specialist older persons accommodation will be needed annually in Hart,
representing a total need for at least 1,365 bedspaces in the district over the period from
2014 to 2032. The analysis of earlier demographic projections within the SHMA
suggests that this need could be higher, with the position reinforced that this level of
need should be viewed very much as a minimum assessment. Nevertheless, this figure
provides an evidenced benchmark as a minimum position for the purposes of this
analysis, with a figure of 3,797 bedspaces similarly providing a minimum position of the
need for additional bedspaces across the HMA.

4.12

The following table compares the recent and pipeline supply identified within this
chapter with this annual and total need, both in Hart and across the HMA.

41

41

For clarity, the top end of the range implied for Hart is adopted in this analysis which assumes that 2 bed
cottages/apartments represent 2 bedspaces
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Table 4.3:

Comparing Need with Recent and Pipeline Supply
Hart

Rushmoor Surrey
Heath

HMA

Total bedspaces needed 2014 – 32 1,365

1,104

1,328

3,797

Average annual need

76

61

74

211

Pipeline

477

10

323

810

6.3

0.2

4.4

3.8

Bedspaces completed since 2014

193

209

164

566

Years’ supply

2.5

3.4

2.2

2.7

Total completed and pipeline

670

219

487

1,376

Shortfall relative to need

-695

-885

-841

-2,421

Years’ supply

Source: Turley, 2017
4.13

The pipeline of schemes delivering older persons accommodation in Hart could result in
the provision of up to 477 bedspaces once developed. While this could be expected to
provide sufficient additional bedspaces to meet needs arising over a period of circa 6
years, a further minimum need for some 695 additional bedspaces over the period to
2032 will remain even once these bedspaces are delivered and account is taken of
bedspaces provided since 2014. This confirms a need for further schemes beyond those
identified within this pipeline if the minimum need for older persons accommodation in
Hart is to be met in full.

4.14

A similar picture is evident across the HMA, where delivering the pipeline of 810
bedspaces will meet the minimum need for 211 bedspaces expected to arise annually
over a short-term 4 year period. Even taking account of bedspaces delivered since
2014, there will remain a need for circa 2,420 additional bedspaces across the HMA
over the period to 2032, requiring further provision of specialist older persons
accommodation within the HMA.
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5. Summary and Conclusions
5.1

Turley were appointed by Forest Care Limited to prepare an assessment of the need for
care home accommodation in Hart and the wider housing market area (HMA), which
extends to also cover the local authority areas of Rushmoor and Surrey Heath. This
assessment of need has then been compared with the known supply of care home
accommodation as of March 2017 to determine the extent to which there is a shortfall in
provision to which the proposed development of a 60 bed nursing home (Use Class C2)
in Southwood, Hartley Wintney will contribute towards meeting.

5.2

At a national level, the rapid growth in the older population is expected to accelerate
over future years, with the implications for the type of housing needed to meet this
changing demand well documented. Older persons’ housing needs and aspirations are
diverse, although there is a recognised demand for attractive retirement homes and
wider benefits found to result from provision of extra care and retirement housing.
Provision of specialist accommodation can also accrue benefits to the wider housing
market by releasing much needed family housing, which could be under-occupied.

5.3

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires local authorities’ Strategic
Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) to provide evidence on the future needs of older
people. This is further recognised within Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), which
advocates the use of published toolkits within the preparation of these assessments to
establish the future need for specialist accommodation of different types.

5.4

The latest iteration of the SHMA for Hart, Rushmoor and Surrey Heath was finalised in
November 2016, and identified the strong growth in the number of older residents
projected by the official 2012-based sub-national population projections (SNPP). This
was found to generate a need for specialist accommodation for older people, indicating
that approximately 104 bedspaces in sheltered, enhanced sheltered, extra care and
residential/nursing care homes will be needed annually in Hart over the period from
2014 to 2032, with a total of 272 such bedspaces required annually across the HMA.
Meeting this need will require a range of accommodation types, including those
designed to meet the needs of the growing number of older residents with health issues,
relating to mobility or dementia for example.

5.5

The 2012-based SNPP analysed in the SHMA has now been superseded by the release
of the 2014-based SNPP in May 2016, providing a new demographic ‘starting point’ for
the assessment of both overall and older persons’ housing needs. This continues to
project significant growth in the older population of the HMA, with Hart expected to see
the greatest absolute growth over the period to 2032. While this projected growth is
slightly lower than suggested by the preceding 2012-based dataset analysed within the
SHMA, this is also a feature of the national projection, and it remains clear that the
growth in the older population is expected to proportionately exceed that projected
nationally.

5.6

Through the use of published toolkits and following a comparable methodology to that
applied in the Council’s SHMA, the updated 2014-based SNPP suggests that growth in
the older population of Hart will generate an annual need for 76 bedspaces in specialist
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older persons’ accommodation, with 1,365 bedspaces needed in the district over the
period from 2014 to 2032. A total of 3,797 bedspaces are needed across the HMA, or
211 bedspaces per annum. While this is lower than suggested by the comparative
analysis in the SHMA, which is based on the 2012-based projections, this should be
viewed very much as a minimum position. This recognises the concluded position in the
SHMA that the provision of sufficient housing to meet objectively assessed needs
across the HMA will result in a greater growth in the total and older population than
implied by the ‘starting point’ demographic projection.
5.7

This minimum up-to-date calculation of need has been compared with recent and known
supply. The analysis in section 4 of this report includes an assessment of the supply
picture and confirms a need for further schemes beyond those delivered and proposed if
the need for bedspaces in specialist older persons’ accommodation is to be met in full,
both in Hart and the wider HMA.

5.8

Taking into account known supply as of March 2017, the analysis in this report indicates
that there is a shortfall of provision of at least 695 additional bedspaces in Hart over the
period to 2032. This shortfall extends to some 2,420 additional bedspaces when
considered across the HMA.

5.9

On this basis, the proposed development of a 60 bed nursing home in Southwood,
Hartley Wintney can evidently contribute towards meeting this outstanding residual
need, responding to the projected growth in the older population of Hart and the wider
HMA and delivering positive outcomes for residents and the operation of the wider
housing market.
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Appendix 1: Barbour ABI Supply Monitoring
Table 1.1

Future Supply
Scheme

Bedspaces

Hart

Crookham Care Village, Crondall Road, Crookham
Provision of 73 bed care home with 160 two bed apartments
and cottages for older people

233 – 393

Hart

Old Raven House, London Road, Hook
Extension of care home to provide 9 additional bedspaces

9

Hart

Yateley Care Retirement Village, Sandhurst Road, Yateley
Remaining phase of up to 68 extra care units

68

Hart

Clare Park, Farnham
Provision of 7 rest/elderly persons homes

7

Hart

Total

317 – 477

Rushmoor

Church Lane East, Aldershot
Provision of 10 assisted living units

10

Rushmoor

Total

10

Surrey Heath

Beaumont Lodge, Heatherley Road, Camberley
Extension of nursing home to provide 20 additional beds

20

Surrey Heath

Pembroke House, Pembroke Broadway, Camberley
Provision of 92 bed care home

92

Surrey Heath

Churchill Retirement Living, London Road, Bagshot
Provision of 25 bed retirement apartments

25

Surrey Heath

Residential Care Unit, Castle Road, Camberley
Replacement of demolished garage with single detached unit

1

Surrey Heath

Orchard Cottage, Shepherds Lane, Windlesham
Provision of 65 bed care home

65

Surrey Heath

Camberley Care Home, London Road, Camberley
Provision of 58 bed care home

58

Surrey Heath

The Fox Inn, Guildford Road, Bisley
Provision of 62 bed care home in former pub

62

Surrey Heath

Total

323

HMA

Total

650 – 810

Source: Turley analysis of Barbour ABI data
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Table 1.2

Bedspaces Completed Since 2014
Scheme

Bedspaces

Hart

Redfields Lane, Church Crookham, Fleet
Provision of 72 assisted living units

72

Hart

Dairy Walk, Hartley Wintney, Hook
Provision of 25 sheltered apartments

25

Hart

Yateley Care Retirement Village, Sandhurst Way, Yateley
First phase of 84 care/close care bedrooms and extra care

84

Hart

Lismoyne House, Church Road, Fleet
Provision of 12 flats for elderly (55+)

12

Hart

Total

193

Rushmoor

Abercorn House, Hamilton Court, Fernhill Road, Camberley
Provision of 184 elderly care and close care apartments

184

Rushmoor

North Town Redevelopment, North Lane, Aldershot
Provision of 25 sheltered housing units

25

Rushmoor

Total

209

Surrey Heath

Kingsmead House Care Home, Mytchett Road, Camberley
Provision of 40 bedspaces with care

40

Surrey Heath

Lightwater Road, Lightwater
Provision of 58 bedspaces with care

58

Surrey Heath

Park Lane Retirement Village, Camberley
Provision of 66 retirement flats

66

Surrey Heath

Total

164

HMA

Total

566
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